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The solar analogy of ativity has been widely studied on a variety of ative late-typestars. Here we present the study of ativity enters (spots) on W-type overontat binaryAW Vir.AW Vir (GSC00303-00887,F8, mV=11.0 ) is an elipsing binary on whih the photo-graphi variability was reported in 1935 (Ho�meister 1935). Sine then, few both photo-eletri and CCD observations have been made to obtain the minima times (2002 data,e.g. Agerer & Hubsher 2003). Detailed light urve analysis was made by Niarhos et al.(1997), who derived the mass ratio q, the masses and radii of omponents and found oneool spot on the primary (more massive and ooler) omponent (February 1982 dataset).Qian (2003) paid attention to the period hanges of the system (� 10�8 d.y�1) and in-trodued a quadrati term in the minima ephemeris. He still found the O � C diagramonsiderably sattered. We obtained new observations in April 2004 to �ll in the gap in theobservations and to ontinue traing the ativity signatures (spots) on this system. Suhstudies are important as the tidal e�ets on spots should be present on systems similar toAW Vir and, in addition, magneti-indued ativity yles (magneti ux tubes evolution)are of interest as well. The star was monitored during the spring season 2004 using the0.6m telesope at Star�a Lesn�a Observatory equipped with a single hannel photometer.
Table 1: The log of observations.Date Filter Obs. S�CH14.4.2004 BV SL 0.0215.4.2004 BV SL 0.0321.4.2004 BV SL 0.0322.4.2004 BV SL 0.05

The standard di�erential BV photometry with the sequene . . . S { V { CH . . . was madeas well as standard redution proess inluding the orretions for di�erential extintion.The hek star (CH) was SAO119 944 and the standard star (S) was SAO119 935. Thefollowing linear ephemeris has been usedMinI = HJD 2 445 022:6528 + 0:d35399712 � E (1)
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being very lose to previous determinations.The omplete dataset is presented in Table 1 (raw data are available only eletroniallyvia IBVS web-page as �les 5574-t4 { t10.txt). The �nal analysis was made using the odeof Djura�sevi�, see Djura�sevi� et al. (2004) for the details.

Figure 1. Observed (LCO) and �nal syntheti (LCC) light urves of AW Vir with �nal O � Cresiduals obtained by analysing B and V observations (left - two spots hypothesis ; middle - onespot hypothesis; right - without spots) and the orresponding view of the system obtained withthe resulting parameters.Table 2: Times of minima.Date Filter Min. Min. type O � C (O � C)14.4.2004 B 53110.4280 I 0.26 0.2514.4.2004 V 53110.4278 I 0.25 0.2515.4.2004 B 53111.4894 I 0.26 0.2515.4.2004 V 53111.4897 I 0.26 0.2521.4.2004 B 53117.3291 II 0.08 0.0721.4.2004 V 53117.3308 II 0.08 0.0722.4.2004 B 53118.3935 II 0.08 0.0722.4.2004 V 53118.3961 II 0.09 0.08Note: (O � C) by Qian (2003).The results are presented in Table 3. The shape of the light urve hanged sine theprevious study (Niarhos et al. 1997) and we found the ativity enters on the less-massive and hotter omponent. Though we ould not deide between single and/or two-spot models, the spots ooler than the surrounding photosphere at intermediate latitudeson�rm the tidal e�et just with their loations. The system without spots gives the worst�t to the light urves. In addition, the mass ratio of the omponents had to be hanged.The spots on the more-massive omponents are unrealisti as well, what is demonstratedwith the onvergene properties of the modelling. The times of minima do not �t well thequadrati ephemeris of Qian (2003) and at least suggest the importane of spots in thesystem. The overontat fator for the binary is up to 10%. The times of minima derivedby us are presented in Table 2.Aknowledgements: The referee is ordially thanked for valuable omments.
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Table 3: Results of the simultaneous analysis of the AW Vir B,V light urves obtained by solving theinverse problem for the Rohe model with and without spots on the less-massive (hotter) omponent.Quantity Hip: I:� two spots Hip: II:� one spot Hip: III: � without spotsn 202 202 202�(O� C)2 0:1924 0:1954 0:2453� 0:0309 0:0312 0:0349fh; 1:0 1:0 1:0Ah; 0:5 0:5 0:5�h; 0:08 0:08 0:08Th 6200 6200 6200As1 = Ts1=Th 0:65� 0:08 0:66� 0:12�s1 33:8� 1:8 25:2� 1:8�s1 351:2� 2:2 344:1� 4:1's1 45:2� 4:7 39:5� 5:5As2 = Ts2=Th 0:93� 0:01�s2 40:4� 2:2�s2 183:4� 4:9's2 40:9� 4:1T 6078� 23 6189� 23 6100� 26Fh 1:006� 0:002 1:020� 0:002 1:029� 0:003i [Æ℄ 82:1� 0:4 83:3� 0:4 83:8� 0:4q = m=mh 1:32� 0:04 1:30� 0:05 1:67� 0:06ah;1 [B℄ +0:3369;+0:3645 +0:3369;+0:3395 +0:3369;+0:3594ah;2 [B℄ +0:5521;+0:3976 +0:5521;+0:5378 +0:5521;+0:4262ah;3 [B℄ +0:0590;+0:2836 +0:0590;+0:0798 +0:0590;+0:2419ah;4 [B℄ �0:1039;�0:1940 �0:1039;�0:1123 �0:1039;�0:1773ah;1 [V℄ +0:4165;+0:4408 +0:4165;+0:4187 +0:4165;+0:4363ah;2 [V℄ +0:5507;+0:4218 +0:5507;+0:5387 +0:5507;+0:4457ah;3 [V℄ �0:1962;+0:0071 �0:1962;�0:1774 �0:1962;�0:0306ah;4 [V℄ �0:0039;�0:0937 �0:0039;�0:0122 �0:0039;�0:0771
h; 4:2273 4:1612 4:6842
in 4:2471 4:2233 4:7788
out 3:6798 3:6571 4:1935fover[%℄ 3:48 10:98 16:16Rh;[D = 1℄ 0:336; 0:381 0:341; 0:385 0:323; 0:408Lh=(Lh + L)(B;V) 0:433; 0:432 0:433; 0:433 0:410; 0:409Note: n - total number of the B and V observations, �(O� C)2 - �nal sum of squares of residuals betweenobserved (LCO) and syntheti (LCC) light urves, � - standard deviation of the observations, q = m=mh -mass ratio of the omponents, fh;, �h;, Ah; - nonsynhronous rotation oeÆients, gravity-darkening exponentsand albedo of the omponents, Th; - temperature of the hotter primary and ooler seondary, AS1;2, �S1;2,�S1;2 and 'S1;2 - spots temperature oeÆients, angular dimensions, longitudes and latitudes (in ar degrees),Fh; - �lling fators for the ritial Rohe lobe of the hotter (less-massive) star, i [Æ℄ - orbit inlination (in ardegrees), ah;1 , ah;2 , ah;3 , ah;4 - nonlinear B and V limb-darkening oeÆients of the omponents (Claret's formula),
h;, 
in, 
out - dimensionless surfae potentials of the omponents and of the inner and outer ontat surfaesrespetively, fover[%℄ - degree of overontat, Rh; - polar radii of the omponents in units of the distane betweenthe omponent entre and Lh=(Lh + L) - (B;V) luminosity of the hotter star (inluding spots).
Referenes:Agerer, F. and Hubsher, J. 2003, IBVS, No.5484Djura�sevi�, G., Albayrak, B., Selam, S. O., Erkapi, S., Senavi, H. V. 2004, NewA, 9,425Ho�meister, C. 1935, Astr. Nahr., 255, 401Niarhos, P. G., Ho�mann, M., Durbek, H. W. 1997, A&AS, 124, 291Qian, S. 2003, MNRAS, 342, 1260


